Modeling the isoelectric focusing of peptides in an OFFGEL multicompartment cell.
In proteomic analysis of complex samples at the peptide level (termed shotgun proteomics), an effective prefractionation is crucial to decrease the complexity of the peptide mixture for further analysis. In this perspective, the high-resolving power of the IEF fractionation step is a determining parameter, in order to obtain well-defined fractions and correct information on peptide isoelectric points, to provide an additional filter for protein identification. Here, we explore the resolving power of OFFGEL IEF as a prefractionation tool to separate peptides. By modeling the peak width evolution versus the peptide charge gradient at pI, we demonstrate that for the three proteomes considered in silico (Deinococcus radiodurans, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Homo sapiens), 90% of the peptides should be correctly focused and recovered in two wells at most. This result strongly suggests OFFGEL to be used as a powerful fractionation tool in shotgun proteomics. The influence of the height and shape of the compartments is also investigated, to give the optimal cell dimensions for an enhanced peptide recovery and fast focusing time.